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About This Game

Persecuted by ill fate, the elven nation land on a lost island. They'll need sharp blades as well as sharp minds to survive.

An exciting hidden-object adventure game which tells the story of an ancient elven tribe forced to survive on a long-lost island.
Lost Lands: A Hidden Object Adventure is a free to play game from the creators of the Lost Lands and New York Mysteries

series.

The elf place is destroyed. With their kingdom in ruins the elves were forced to set off overseas to search for a new home. By
fate's will, a storm crushed their ships on the shores of a lost island. High mountains, fragrant valleys and shimmering rivers -

what else might the children of nature need? But their beautiful new world is filled with danger. When attempting to leave, the
elves learn that the island is surrounded by an impenetrable magic storm. The survivors recall a legend about the last of the

ancient elves, who shall awake from a thousand year's sleep to help them overcome hardship.

Help the elf people survive on a lost island!
Complete quests and puzzles to advance an exciting story!
Examine locations and learn more about the Lost Lands!

Defeat dangerous opponents!
Wield your mind as a weapon!

You're about to see:
• More than 200 interesting quests

• Lots of hidden object scenes
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• Various puzzles and mini-games
• Many collection and achievements

• Dangerous creatures and fairy tale characters
• Regular free updates!
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Title: Lost Lands: A Hidden Object Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play
Developer:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Publisher:
FIVE-BN GAMES
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2015
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for achievements hunter very good, 10\/10 for all others not really, because it's just an achievement game.. This line is an
awesome route and I had an awesome time on the route in TANE!. Beauty Bounce is the third or maybe second installment in
the Dharker Studio's Bounce series. In this one you face your biggest nemesis, nay the enemy of mankind itself; the bank.
Somehow your ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥grandmother late loving grandmother that owned a beach resort for 50 years never paid the
freaking thing off. Can you sex the auditor into getting better rates? I did and let me tell you, she is a natural blonde. But if
you're a man like me and thinks sex outside of marriage is haram then you can always take the next logical route; hosting a 
 ♥♥♥♥ing stupid beauty pageant to draw crowds to obviously failing beach resort that the bank is foreclosing on due to
incompetence of the new management that inherited the business from his grandmother on her deathbed even though he flunked
out of law school why does he have so much backstory of being a failure I'll admit it took me four years to get my two year
degree but I didn't flunk out if you can get in you're set this dude is just a screw up.
Anyway they story is mediocre, but has nice art and manages to get someone like me to keep buying their games.
Took me 75 minutes to get all the CG.
No girl really stood out.
Seems a tad rushed at times.
Losing the resort is the best ending.. Currently should have a lower price imo.

I love the concept and play style, it's very entertaining. The thing now is that it's short.
The fuse was the hardest part to find for me and that extended my time with about 15 minutes.
Great job on the game never the less, but extending it would be great!. Its nice that you made a bunch of different ways to move
around the game. The best is probably the walk about, yet it can be nausiating. The best way to play if you are scared of the dark
is the swinger as you can swim to the creepy stuff making it not actually creepy. Its quite good texture wise, it looks nice. It just
isnt scary.. Bought it because developers promised Linux\/Mac OS X version. They never released it.
They also stop support of game and there of number of unfixed bugs in WIndows version.

Don't buy it.
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It's like Vol. 1 but reprised and progressed with a bit more undertone.

Can't imagine why you'd own Vol. 2 and not 1.

Gregg rulz ok. I paid 1.99.. for a game i was NOT expecting to look\/play anywhere near as good as this does.. the environments
are quite nice and the game play is alot of fun.. TL.. Diablo.. TQ "ish" .. loot.. quests.. its just a solid and fun RPG.

Edit: 26 hours finished game.. i ran into no glitches or bugs myself.
Just a simple hack n slash loot em up rpg.. worth the funds imo.. Remember d good ol days. love this game, runs awsome !
AMAIZING QUALITY. This game was freaking awesome if you like puzzle games ... Though it only took me 2.1 hours (as per
steam) to complete the first 3 levels it was totally worth the $10 I spent on it.

To the developers I hope you come out with a ton more new levels that only get exceedingly harder...I would even be willing to
pay for DLC's \/ expansion packs if that is any encouragement to make the new levels.
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